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Katherine Marshall, Christie's author and devout Christian, was married to Peter Marshall, a former U.S. Senate chaplain, until her death in 1949. It was after her husband's death that Ms. Marshall began writing, starting with a collection and editing of several sermons and prayers by Dr. Marshall that
became a bestseller. The novel The Man Named Peter, Dr. Peter Marshall's biograpi, written by Ms. Marshall, was published in 1951 and quickly became a bestseller, as Katherine Marshall, Christie's author and devout Christian, was married to Peter Marshall, a former U.S. Senate chaplain until his
death in 1949. It was after her husband's death that Ms. Marshall began writing, starting with a collection and editing of several sermons and prayers by Dr. Marshall that became a bestseller. The novel The Man Named Peter, Dr. Peter Marshall's biograpi, written by Ms. Marshall, was published in 1951
and quickly became a bestseller. In 1959, Ms. Marshall married Leonard Earl LeSard, executive editor of Guideposts. The pair remained together until Miss Marshall's death in 1983. Katherine Marshall's novel,Beyond Our Selves) was written after her diagnosis, imprisonment during suffering and
tuberculosis recovery. During Ms. Marshall's years of imprisonment, many spiritual issues arose when she was forced to spend hour after hour, day after day, year after year, alone with her thoughts to keep her company. In Beyond Our Selves, Ms. Marshall, in unconditional transparency, reveals these
spiritual questions and answers that she found through the study of Scripture, personal prayer and meditation, and the very desire to know Him as she is known to Him. Its chapters, i.e. How to enter into; Don't be afraid to trust God; Prayer for rejection; Journey to joy; And; After that, help shed light on the
contents of this book. Ms. Marshall, in Beyond Our Selves, shows herself as part of a mystic, scientist, skeptic, teacher, and above all, a seeker as she shares with the reader that she has discovered in her earnest efforts to enter. ... Read more Book Seller Sort Seller Price: Low to High Price: High to Low
State: Reverse Pub Date Date: Reverse Edition: Spire Books Paperback, Fair Details: Publisher: Spire Books Alibris ID: 16348153579 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3.72 Choose Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller description: Fair. Read a copy. All
pages are intact and the lid is intact. Pages may include significant notes in a pen or marker, but notes cannot hide the text. On ThriftBooks, our motto: More, spend Hide details ▴ Edition: 1968, Avon Books Paperback, Good Details: Publisher: Avon Books Published: 01/1968 Alibris ID: 16355550826
Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3.72 Select Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller description: Good. All pages and covers are intact. Possible slightly loose binding, minor discharges and marginals, cocked spine or torn dust jacket. Maybe the former
library is a copy and does not include accompanying compact codes, access codes or other additional materials. Hide details ▴ Edition: 1971, Avon Books Paperback, Good Details: Publisher: Avon Books Published: 04/1971 Alibris ID: 163599978614 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3.72 Choose
Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller description: Good. All pages and covers are intact. Possible slightly loose binding, minor discharges and marginals, cocked spine or torn dust jacket. Maybe the former library is a copy and does not include accompanying
compact codes, access codes or other additional materials. Hide details ▴ Edition: HarperCollins Publishers Paperback, Very Good Details: Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Alibris ID: 16354163520 Delivery Options: Standard Shipping: 3.72 Pounds Select Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary
depending on the destination. Seller's description: Very good. A copy that has been read but remains in excellent condition. The pages are intact and are not overshadowed by notes or backlights, but may contain a neat previous owner's name. The spine remains intact. In ThriftBooks our motto is: Read
more, spend less. Hide details ▴ Edition: 1970, Spire Paperback, Good Details: Publisher: Spire Published: 1970 Language: English Alibris ID: 15987005133 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 372 GBP Trackable Accelerated: 7.45 Pick Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the
destination. Seller description: Good. 269 pages Hide details ▴ Edition: 1968, AVON Paperback, Fair Details: Publisher: AVON Published: 1968 Alibris ID: 15600052815 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3.72 Trackable Accelerated: 7.45 Select Delivery Method in Checkout. Costs can vary depending
on the destination. Seller description: Fair. The standard acceptable condition used. Wear and creasing to cover and spine. Tracking is available on most domestic orders. Hide details ▴ Edition: Avon Paperback, Fair Details: Publisher: Avon Alibris ID: 16209671725 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery:
Euro Choose a way to deliver to Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller description: Fair. Read a copy. All pages are intact and the lid is intact. Pages may include significant notes in a pen or marker, but notes cannot hide the text. In ThriftBooks our motto is: Read more, spend
less. Hide details ▴: 1984, Selected Books / Sondervan paperback, fair details: Publisher: Publisher: Publisher: Books / Sondervan Published: 01/1984 Alibris ID: 16081701265 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3.72 Euro Choose the method of delivery in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the
destination. Seller description: Fair. A visibly used book. The text is legible, but can be contaminated and have binding defects. Heavy wear on covers and pages contain marginal notes, emphasizing, and or highlighting. Possible copy of the ex library, with all the markings/stickers of this library.
Accessories such as CDs, codes, toys and dust jackets cannot be included. Hide details ▴: 1987, Hodder and Staughton Religious paperback, Very good copies available: 2 Details: ISBN: 0340107510 ISBN-13: 9780340107515 Pages: 256 Edition: New Edition Publisher: Hodder Stoughton Religious
Published: 01/01/1999 Language: English Alibris ID: 16301394847 Delivery Options: Standard Shipping: 3.72 Euro Choose a Method of Delivery in Checkout. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller's description: Very good. This book is in very good condition. The cover may have some
limited signs of wear, but the pages are clean, intact and the spine remains intact. This book has clearly been able and cared for until now. Guarantee the return money if you are not satisfied. Ships within 24 hours from a U.S. or UK warehouse, but NOT EXPEDITED ORDERS. See all our books here,
order over 1 book and get a shipping discount. Hide details ▴ Edition: 1987, Hodder and Staughton Religious paperback, Good details: ISBN: 0340107510 ISBN-13: 978034010107515 Pages: 256 Edition: New Edition Publisher: Hodder and Staughton Religious Published: 1987 Language: English Alibris
ID: 16232882258 Delivery Options: Standard Delivery: 3,72 Choose Delivery Method. Costs can vary depending on the destination. Seller's Description: A small tan to the edges of the page Good condition is defined as: a copy that has been read but remains in a clean state. All pages are intact and the
lid is intact and the spine can show signs of wear. The book may have minor markings that are not specifically mentioned. Most items will be shipped on the same or the next business day. Hide the details of ▴ (I wonder what I became a Christian, reading this very book in 1979, Anita So many things
change our lives: circumstances, the family in which we were born, where we went to school, what careers we chose, what jobs we did, how our parents behaved, what mental pain and grief we faced, disease, poverty, wealth. The list is endless, but books can change our lives too: sometimes, the
profound and powerful impact that changes Forever. Aside from the Bible is one of the books that I credit for changing my life, as is Beyond Myself famous American writer Katherine Marshall. Her inspirational letter touched the lives of millions of people and continues to do so even now, though she died
in As a very new Christian, I am fortunately led to read this book when I need to feed all the time. I read the Word, but I need something that has to do with everyday life and situations. It was here that this book had such an impact. I didn't read much Christian literature at the time, but so wanted to learn
more about this new life I chose. I remember feeling like a sponge, just soaking up everything, good, bad and mediocre. I needed to see how you could live your life as a Christian, and what it actually meant to face the challenges of life thrown at you. Perhaps one of the deepest themes was forgiveness.
Catherine gave such a personal testimony of how she was allowed to forgive, and I was very quickly condemned that I needed to forgive someone who had hurt me very deeply. So strong was this belief that I didn't wait long to obey inner nudges, or pushes. The man I was struggling to forgive made me
lose my job and took over my role when I left. This event caused havoc in my life. As recently as single parent unemployment was the last thing I needed. Inspired by Catherine's book, I came to the Lord and made peace with him and released my forgiveness to this lady. Sometimes God wants to see if
we did it for real, he meant what we said. It wasn't until a few weeks later that I found myself sitting behind this lady at a seminar. If I hadn't forgiven her, she would probably have witheded the force of my feelings. But the Lord was not done to me; He again condemned me for having to talk to her and
apologize for her role in what happened. It was hard. I was shaking, but knew I couldn't duck this one. When I spoke to her, I felt the grace and peace of the Lord flooding through me, and although our paths were unlikely to cross again, I knew I could encounter her at any time. The real blessing was that
she, too, apologized. Light as air and free as a bird at that moment, I left knowing that something very powerful had taken place. Divine exchange. I read as many books as I could; they were sustenance, and I devoured them all. She was so honest and real about life situations that she faced and did not
shy away from hard things like suffering and healing. You almost feel like you really know her by the time you're done. So often we are afraid to be real with each other, wear a mask and smile hoping that no one will know what is going on inside. But shallowness does not bring relief, and until we are
confronted with our truth, we cannot know peace, healing, forgiveness, and grace. It has been more than twenty years since I first read this book and I was inspired to read it again. Unable to find my copy, which I probably lent to someone else who had just entered I bought another copy and I'm relishing
it over and over again. My life has been a lot of twists and turns flips these last twenty-four years, some of which I would never want to experience, but the simple message and power of encouragement and inspirational writers like Katherine Marshall has given me hope, increased my faith and gave me
the courage to be real about my life. I love how she never thought too much of herself, asked God's difficult questions, and praised Him for her answers. Convincingly demonstrating that nothing wasted in the divine economy, she found a new purpose after the devastating, untimely death of her husband.
She poured her pain through her pen and allowed the Lord to turn her grief into joy, helping us all to understand that there was always hope. I will still gladly put this book in the hands of a new believer as a guide and help. I have always strived to write and offer something meaningful. Catherine's writing
and her journey as a writer have been a touchstone for the magazines I've kept for over two decades, and the literary journey I have now. I wonder what she would have done from blogging. I'm sure she would be there with others offering her warmth, wisdom and intimate ideas to the Lord in the 21st
century. Alice Allsworth's Alice Allsworth (alicesapplesofgold.wordpress.com) biography of Alice: I am the mother of two beautiful daughters and grandmother of three charming grandchildren. I live in one of the most beautiful places in the country, Cornwall. Fortunately, to live by the sea, I never want to be
too far from his look and sound. I love music, words, painting, life, my family, my friends and, above all, my faith. I live on the same roller coaster as everyone else, but love to encourage others, support them when they fight, and most want to make a difference to the world by the time I leave it. I believe
that faith is an intimate part of everyday life and seeks to associate the ordinary with the divine. It is the encouragement of others and the amazing love and grace of God that led me to this moment. Point. beyond ourselves catherine marshall quotes. beyond ourselves catherine marshall pdf
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